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HD 179949 (HR 7291, HIP 94645, Spetral lass F8-F9) was reported to be a 51 Peg-type star having a planetary ompanion with a minimum mass of 0:84 � 0:05 MJupiterorbiting in a slightly eentri orbit e = 0:05 with the period of 3.093 days (Tinney et al.2001).Reently, Shkolnik (2004) on�rmed the planetary orbit. She deteted sinusoidal radial-veloity variations of HD 179949 with the 3.093-d period and a full amplitude of about250 ms�1. She also reported the modulation of the strength of the Ca II K emission ofHD 179949 with the orbital period of the planetary ompanion and interpreted it as aonvining ase of planet-indued ativity. She pointed out the need for determination ofthe rotational period of HD 179949.We attempted to detet the light variations of HD 179949. Our new photoeletriUBV observations were obtained with the modular photometer utilizing a HamamatsuEA1516 photomultiplier attahed to the 0.5-m telesope at the Sutherland site of theSouth Afrian Astronomial Observatory (SAAO) during two weeks in April/May 2004.The photoeletri measurements were arried out by MW through the UBV �lters ofthe Johnson's photometri system with 10-seond integration time. All observations werearefully redued to the Cousins E-region standard system (Menzies et al. 1989) and or-reted for di�erential extintion using the redution program HEC 22 rel. 14 (Harmane& Horn 1998). The standard errors of these measurements were about 0:m009, 0:m007 and0:m006 in U;B and V �lters, respetively. The nearby star 42 Sgr (also HR 7292, HIP94643, Sp. K0), the onstany of whih was veri�ed from its Hipparos Hp photometry(Perryman et al. 1997) served as the only omparison star. (Sine the observations werearried out along with another observing program, we regrettably did not observe anyhek star.) Extintion and its mild time variability during eah the night were takeninto aount, although the e�et for di�erential photometry was small in this partiularase. We derived the following very aurate mean all-sky values of UBV magnitudesand olour indies of the omparison 42 SgrV = 4:m860 � 0:m013, B � V = 0:m566, U �B = 0:m317and of HD 179949:V = 6:m237 � 0:m012, B � V = 0:m550, U �B = 0:m061 .
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Figure 1. Normal points of SAAO V photometry of HD 179949.
The di�erential photometry of HD 179949 relative to 42 Sgr gives exatly the same valuesas the above quoted all-sky values, whih indiates that the redution to the standardsystem was reliable.We also transformed the Hp Hipparos photometry (Perryman et al. 1997) to JohnsonV magnitudes using the olour indies derived by us and the transformation formuladerived by Harmane (1998) and obtained V = 6:m243� 0:m007, in an exellent agreementwith the SAAO result. Having suh aurate determination, we used the Hipparosparallax and the above V magnitude estimates, bolometri orretion after Code et al.(1976) and Popper's (1980) Te� sale to obtain the stellar radius:R = 1:25� 0:03R� for F8 (SIMBAD database), orR = 1:30� 0:03R� for F9 (Groot et al. 1996).Aording to our experiene, the V band photometry is the most aurate (lower ex-tintion, small olour transformation terms, at energy distribution) for detetion of anybrightness hanges. The SAAO V photometry (normal points onsisting of 3-5 individualobservations for eah night) is presented in Fig. 1. It seems to show smooth variation witha possible time sale of about 7 days. We also arried out a Stellingwerf (1978) periodanalysis of Hipparos photometry from 20 days down to 0.5 days (with the standard (5,2)bin/over struture) to �nd out independently a signi�ant period of 7.07-day. Combiningboth data sets and allowing for the small zero point shift, we found �nally a period of7:06549� 0:00061 days from a sinusoidal �t to the ombined data set. The phase plot inFig. 2 is based on all SAAO and transformed Hipparos individual V observations.With the above derived radius and identifying the 7.065-day period with the stellarrotational period, one obtains the equatorial rotational veloity of HD 179949 of about 9.3km/s. Groot et al. (1996) derived an aurate value of the projeted rotational veloityof HD 179949: v sin i = 6:3 km/s. This would imply an inlination of rotational axis ofHD 179949 of about 45Æ. This is a very plausible value sine suh intermediate inlinationsare usually most favourable to the detetion of rotation-assoiated phenomena, both inthe spetra and in photometry.
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Figure 2. Individual SAAO (�) and Hipparos V (Æ) observations of HD 179949 plotted vs. phase ofthe 7.06549-d period.
We therefore tentatively onlude that the 7.06549-d period is indeed the rotationalperiod of the star. No doubt, however, that more photometri observations in exellentobserving onditions are needed to verify our result. The same is atually true also forthe Ca II ux observations of Shkolnik (2004) although the phase dependene on theplanetary period seems quite impressive. She laims that the PDM Stellingwerf periodsearh deteted a period near 3 days as the best one in her Ca II K data but does notmention whih bin/over struture she used. We found that using di�erent bin/overstrutures like (5,2), (4,3) or (4,4) we deteted di�erent possible periods as the best ones,never a period near 3 days. A very good phase diagram was found, for instane, for aperiod of 1.42079 days but this an be a fortuitous oinidene only. Plotting the Ca IIux vs. phase of the 7.065-d period does not give a onviningly looking phase diagram.Aknowledgements This investigation was supported by from the researh planJ13/98: 113200004 of Ministry of Eduation, Youth and Sports. The researh of MWwas also supported by the Grant Ageny of the Czeh Republi, grant 205/04/2063 andby alloation of SAAO observing time. MW thanks the sta� at SAAO for their warmhospitality and help with the equipment. We also thank to Drs. Evgenya Shkolnik andGordon A.H. Walker for alling our attention to HD 179949 and for the allowane to seetheir results prior to publiation. This researh has made use of the SIMBAD database,operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane, and of NASA's Astrophysis Data System Biblio-graphi Servies.
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